
Multi-landy (How to bid after opponents have opened 1nt)  

 

  

Opponents open 1nt and there is one principle about 

overcalling over 1nt and that is distribution. Only overcall if 

you have a distributive hand. Do not overcall with balanced hands. These are the hands you are allowed to overcall 

with: 

a) Both majors (5/5 or 5/4) 

b) 1 Long major (6+ cards) 

c) 5cd major combined with at least a 4 card minor 

d) Both minors (5/5)  

e) A long minor (5+) with a 4 card Major 

Opponents open 1nt  

 

a)                                                                                                      Advancers action 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In South Africa this system is referred to as 

Hamilton, its not the real name but if anyone in 

this country asks what you play you say Hamilton 

but as this misinformation drives me insane I 

decided to teach you the real name.  

2     = 5/5 or 5/4 

in the Majors 

c) Bid 2    if you have a 

5cd     suit and a 4+ minor 

Pass if you can tolerate the    , if you 

want to know what the minor is bid 2nt 

this asks partner to show you which minor 

he has (only do this if you have at least 4-4 

in the minors) 

Advancer must bid 2    , the overcaller will 

Pass if they had a long     suit or will bid 2     if 

they had long spades, this bid (the 2    bid is 

referred to as a pass or correct bid, if overcaller had 

    they pass and if they had spades they will 

correct to the    ) 

If you prefer     bid 2     

If you prefer     bid 2    

If you don’t have a preference (you have the same 

number of cards in both     and     then bid 2     and 

this asks partner to bid their longest or best Major 

b) 2     = 1 long Major 

either     or     

Advancer’s action 

c) Bid 2    if you have a 

5cd     suit and a 4+ minor 
Advancer’s action 

Pass if you can tolerate the    , if you 

want to know what the minor is bid 2nt 

this asks partner to show you which minor 

he has (only do this if you have at least 4-4 

in the minors) 

Advancer’s action 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bid your best minor unless you have an 

incredibly long major yourself d) Bid 2nt if you have a 5/5 

in the minors Advancer’s action 

e) If you have a long minor 

and a 4cd Major then 

double 

Advancer’s action 

If you want partner to tell you which 

minor she has bid 2     and partner will 

pass if she has clubs and bid 2     if they 

like diamonds 

If you want partner to bid their Major then 

bid 2    , partner will bid their 4cd M 


